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Gentlemen

Our letter PY-CEI/NRR-ll21L, dated 1/26/90, provided the PNPP ~ evaluation' of
potentici service 1 vater system degradation mechanisms _and plans to implement
various water treatment, performance monitoring and inspection activities to
assure safety functions _are maintained.

'Jubseqt - ni: to that letter, we . ccanitted to a design change (PY-CEI/NRR-1211L,
S/21/90) which will provide safety-related backup cooling to the fuci pool
heat exchangers using emergency service water (ESW). 'this design change
affects one of' the origina1 GL 89-13 responses with cespect to redundant -and
-infrequently used ESW cooling loops (GL 89-13 Enclosure'l item c). _ Additional
piping, the fuel pool heat exchanger-bypasa line, will now remain in contact

,

with ESW. The applicable periodic test instruction was revised to it.clude j
'this path in quarterly flow tests.

1

Please note that the. fuel pool heat exchangers are normally cooled by= Nuclear
.-Closed Cooling _ (closed-loop) water,- and that quarterly ESW flow tests will
' utilize a throttled heat exchanger bypass _line to simulate the pressure drop
across the heat exchanger in order to avoid any risk of biofouling heat
transf er surf aces.

^

Otherwise, our responaes and commitments. remain as described in the criginul
CL 89-13 response. Please-feel free to call if you have any questions.

Sinc ,

/t .

Michael D. L ster
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cc: NRC Project Manager
NRC Sr. Resident Inspector Ofice
NRC Region III
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